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David Coats
President and Board Member
David's earliest dream was to fly in
his Dad's footsteps as a Naval Aviator.
Lack of 20120 uncorrected vision
precluded the normal approach, so if
he couldn't be a regular Naval Aviator,
then Annapolis was not for him. But,
there was a back door; be a doctor
first, then one could be a Naval Aviator
with less than perfect uncorrected
vision. That is the real reason he
initially decided to become a physician.

the expected development of the Williams Jet. Interestingly, rumor has it that
Pratt is now developing a "similar" low
cost fan jet! We all owe a lot of thanks
to Jim Griswold and his team at Piper for
starting this process with the development of the Malibu.

Jane Garvey issued the STC to Darwin Conrad of JetProp, LLC at the
EAA Oshkosh Fly-In for the Malibu.
All of the PA-46s now flying become
potential candidates for the PT-6 conversion. This coupled with Piper's
new Meridian should introduce a
whole new dimension to this aircraft's
history and capabilities.

As I pulled into my "parking and
camping" spot at Wittman Field I spotted another Malibu just in front of me N4323P. I quickly checked my membership directory and was pleased to find
that this was one of our new members
from Nebraska,John Mardock from Lincoln. We had a grand time visiting
together. John and his son came better
prepared for the EAA experience than I.
They brought a power generator to make
coffee every morning. So, every moming before walking a couple of miles
over to the displays, we enjoyed coffee
while watching the arrivals and departures. The weather was beautiful and at
least cool, a real break from the Texas
Heat Wave of '98.

In addition to this great news, I was
privileged while attending the EAA FlyIn to have a long chat with Jack Riley,
Chuck Morrow and the folks from RAM.
In addition to revisiting the "cooling
mod" for the Malibu, we discussed the
latest R&D on oils - multi-viscosity vs.
single viscosity; however, the most interesting news fromRAM is Jack Riley's
latest contribution to engine protection.

David served in Vietnam as an Army
flight surgeon and a radiologist. After
entering private practice in Tyler,
Texas, he traded his Cessna 180 for a
Twin Comanche, earned his ATP and
four years later he bought N4388M in
1987. It was the first Malibu Queen of
the Fleet at Sarasota in 1991, and Best
of Show at Monterey in 1996.
He and his wife, Emily, live in Tyler,
Texas. He says all members and any
would be Malibu owner is welcome to
visit him and his pampered plane at
Tyler's Pound Field.

This summer has seen some great
news for all PA-46 pilots and owners
and all would be PA-46 pilots. Piper
introduced their first "flying" Meridian
at a special roll out in Vero Beach. Our
executive director will have an article on
this in the next issue.

RAM has developed a new oil filter
that really looks impressive in terms of
its efficiency. Check on their web site or
call RAM for information. Jack told me
that they believe one of the main reasons
for wear and tear on aircraft engines is
the poor function of current oil filters.
He has been trying for years to have this
improved and finally developed one.
They believe that this new filter will cut
down on warranty claims.

I

Of additional interest to all pilots,
but particularly those of us privileged to
fly the PA-46, were the displays not
only by Piper but also by Visionaire,
Pilatus, and TBM. TBM and Pilatus
both have, like Piper, really improved
their interiors since their initial introduction. Visionaire displayed a concept
two place 350 knot "sport jet" based on

On the morning I was leaving, the
TWA "Connie" was making its final
approach in landing configuration to
runway 09 at Wittman Field. A Bonanza was close behind and several of
us watching this sequence were thinking that the Bonanza was too close, but
even more important, he was too low.
Within about five to ten seconds of this
observation, he caught the wing tip vortex of the Connie and rolled into a right
80 degree bank with his nose going
up. It looked like a disaster taking
place. He was headed for a stall/spin
right into a line of camping airplanes
on the south side of runway 09. He
managed to get his nose down and
rolled out of the bank and missed the
campers and planes by about fifty feet,
if that much, and made a go around.
We all know not to follow "heavies"
Continued at the Boitom of Page 18
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LETTERS, COMMENTS, ADVICE AND GENERAL
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PLEASE
SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: RUSSCAAUWE,MALIBU-MIRAGE
OWNERS AND ~ O T ASSOCIATION,
S
P . 0 . B O X 1 8 2 4 , FREMONT, NEBRASKA

68025

Dear Sy:
I own 468408002 which, as you
may know, is the first Malibu built
that was delivered to a customer. It is
the aircraft that was used to create all
of the performance numbers in the
P.O.H. My son, Scott, and I both fly
it and have had a recent problem that
I think is worth telling about.

l

FAX: (402) 753-0765

My plane, being the oldest Malibu,
probably means that others in the fleet
will start to have this problem in the
near future.
I do not know if I could have
pumped the brake and gotten pedal or
not. I was able, under ideal conditions, to get stopped by applying right
brake and left rudder.

My son landed at Tucson and lost
his right brake on landing. The local
FBO repaired it and when he came
back to Montgomery Field, San Diego, home base, he lost it again.

Again, I would like to thank Bob
Ebel, Richard Simmons, and Bob Purcell
of Central CaliforniaAviation in Fresno,
for being a big help and doing a greatjob
on the final repairs.

We had it repaired- again, replaced "0"rings in master cylinder
and it seemed to be fine for the next
four flights.

Norm Pressley

To our Members:
I flew to Shafter, California and
lost the left brake. I took it to the only
shop on the field. They rebuild crop
dusters and do not normally do customer work, but did to help me out.
I called Bob Ebel of Central California Aviation in Fresno, and he was
very helpful. He told us to bleed the
brake and if that worked, to fly at low
altitude with the cabin unpressurized
and I wouldn't have any problem. I
did, it worked, and I got my other
stops made and took it in to Fresno to
Central California Aviation.
The problem came from the pressurization blowing brake fluid past
the seals in the parking brake and the
master cylinder into the reservoir and
getting air in the brake line.

Amid fireworks, laser lights, balloons, glitz and glamour, the rollout of
the Meridian was "showbiz" at its finest. Center stage, mounted on a turntable, the Meridian "wowed 'em". On
the side, a panel mockup display
showed off the Meridian's new "glass"
cockpit reminiscent of some of the
new airline cockpits.
Teamingup with GarminInternational,
Meggitt Avionics, Inc., and S-TEC Corporation, Piper created systems that will
reduce pilot workload, giving Meridian
pilots advantages available today only on
the most sophisticated corporateand commercial jets. Engine parameters are displayed in both digital and analog formats
on advanced LCD screens. The PFD
(Primary Flight Display) gives you all

the necessary information to fly the
aircraft such as altitude,rate of climb,
airspeed and heading. The ND (Navigational Display) features all the required navigation modes, including
compass rose, MAP and ARC. The
DAU (Data Acquisition Unit) converts all analog signals from the engine sensors and fuel probes to digital format for display.
Gone are the "cork bobber" fuel
sensors. A set of DC-type capacitance probes is internally mounted in
the fuel tank to provide highly accurate (+I-2%) fuel quantity measurements.
Powered by the PT6A-42A, the
Merlin will deliver speeds topping
300 mph at an altitude of 30,OOO feet.
Its max cruise range will exceed 1,000
nautical miles with a useful load in
the area of 1,600 pounds.
It's a beautiful plane . . . I think I
retired too soon.

Russ Caauwe

Dear Sy:
I thought that our membership
might be interested in this.
On March 19, 1998, a 1993 Mirage departed airport RYY in
Marietta, Georgia, en route to DET
in Detroit. This aircraft had been
flown 2 hours out of a very expensive annual ($23,911). During this
Continued on Page 20

GPS SYSTEM
UPDATE
PARTI1 APPROACHES
This Portion Of The Update Will Look Specifically At The
GPS t A Tool For Instrument Approaches.
The last article in this series discussed the fundamentals of the GPS
operating system. It further outlines
what a pilot, attempting to use the GPS
during the enroute and approach phase
of flight, ought to be capable of handling. The article contained several
training tasks designated by the FAA as
minimally acceptable before a pilot attempts to use the GPS receiver in "real"
IFR operations.

Ron Cox
President of Aviation Training
Management Inc. of Vero Beach, FL.
ATM is a company that specializes in
Initial and Recurrent Training in Single
and Twin Engine Pressurized Aircraft.

Stand-aloneapproaches are listed as GPS
RWY 34.
Regardless of the type of approach
being flown, it is recommended that all
NAVAIDS available for the approach,
or in the immediate vicinity, be operational and tuned. Loss of a GPS signal
can cause many problems for a pilot
when operating at minimums. With no
alternate means of navigation, a serious
condition would exist.

Information used in this article is
obtainable in a 1998version of the AeroNOS and Jepp Approach charts used
nautical Information Manual (AIM). for GPS approaches differ in a couple of
The FAA did a good job of updating this ways. Jepp charts provide a definite
portion of the AIM from previous ediContinued on Page 8
tions. The information
U 2 9 K u
in the 1998 version is
~ G A L U W ~ ( B P I
-Y*DI
VORlDME or GPS RWY 12 M - M ~ M J
relevant to the flight
Wux€OnCM
11)4~.1
7615
W C Y 111.7(FIUI@
environment that the
IUIU
GPS is being used in
today's real world environment.

-
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Ron is a retired Army Senior Aviator.
He has held several training
management positions at Piper
Aircraft and SimCom Training Centers
before starting full time with ATM in
1992.
Ratings include ATP, MEI, CFII,
Airplane and Rotorcraft. Ron has over
8,200 TT and 5,700 as an instructor.

The two basic types
of approaches used in
GPS approaches are the
overlay (Fig. 1) and
stand-alone (Fig. 2). In
the overlay approaches,
the GPS approach follows a land based
NAVAID approach already approved for a
specific airport and
runway.
The ground based
NAVAID need not be
operational if the GPS
approach is classified
as a Phase HI and titled
in the Jepp or NOS
approach books as
VOR or GPS RWY 34.

VORlDME or GPS R W Y 12
-1

?mu

'+-"'-
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edge in GPS overlay approaches due to the
fact that most GPS receiver manufacturers
use Jepp databases in their receivers. Jepp
charts show more waypoint information than
NOS charts. Several waypoints such as the
sensor Final Approach Waypoint (FAWP),
which is normally located four miles from
the end of the runway, is used on overlay
approaches. Another fix not displayed on
the NOS charts is where DME ARCS are
used as part of the approach.

odg 97310

GPS RWY 11
~ * P P C O N

1196169.4
UKoM 122.7 O A F )

N A M P A ~ & ~
5164

Designators for these waypoints are displayed as a radial and distance, i.e., the FAWP
waypoint is displayed as D147G which consists of the 147radial on the 7 DME ARC. The
letter following the way-point stands for the
DME ARC distance. These waypoints are not
used by ATC in handling aircraft traffic. Standalone approaches are made clearer by recent
changes in the NOS charts (Fig. 3). These
changes show better defined waypoints and
Initial Approach Fixes (IAP).
The two types of waypoints most used by
NOS and Jepp charts are called fly-over and
fly-by. Fly-over waypoints are used when the
aircraft must fly over a specific point. The
symbol for the fly-over waypoint is a circled
way-point. Refer to Fig. 3 OLM as an example
of a fly-over waypoint. Fly-by waypoints are
used when an aircraft must begin a turn to a
course prior to reaching the waypoints separating the two route segments.
Pilots should be aware of how the receiver
is programmed so as to handle turn anticipation. Some receive units use very steep angles
of bank to achieve these turns. Using the
heading bug on the HSI can soften some of
these radical changes. Waypoints used on both stand-alone
and overlaid have ARINC computer generated names. These
names are not necessarily pronounceable and tend t o cause
confusion between controllers and pilots.
GPS stand-alone approaches use a basic "T" design (Fig.
4). In this design, the TAA uses three distinct areas: the
straight-in area, the right base, and the left base. The purpose
of this design is to eliminate, as much as possible, any course
reversal during the approach. Normally, mountainous and
.man-made obstacles make portions of the TAA unusable for
the standard "T" approach.
A modified TAA is depicted on Fig. 5. This chart
shows transition headings and altitudes to be flown to the

IAF or IF fixes. On these charts distances and headings
may vary from VOR distance and headings. This is due to
differences in how distance and heading is measured
using VOR and GPS navigation. VOR is mostly slant
range oriented and GPS algorithmic.
The term Receiver Auto nomous Integrity Monitoring
(RAIM) refers to the GPS receiver's ability to receive a
sufficient number of satellites, normally four, for a GPS
authorized approach. RAIM can be compromised through
improper geometry of the satellites in relation to their
designated position to the earth's surface. Loss of satellite reception may be a result of aircraft position due to
pitch or bank angle. Prior GPS approaches into a specific
Continued on Page 10

Yod bwit b r business,
Forget the airlines. Trying to M puf plans into their schedule. Carrying on only what they dW,
instead of what you redly need. Squeezing youmtf like a sardine into a narrow seat. Wrestling the
crowds at

The Miragg

claim. L Take control of your businesstravel plans with the 1998 Malibu Mirage.

.

can get into and out of almost any airport or Eandii strip, which means

can go where you want, arrive when you need, take care of business and be home in time
for d i m with the family.

Now let's talk comfort: The 1998 M

i combimrs luxury and

performance like mmr before, with a plush k t h w interior for six people. And for 1998,
the new threebladed HartEeEl propslkr and 'quietized" cabin make your journey even

,
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GPS System Update - Continued from Page 8

irrespective of its position to the MAWP.

airport is no guarantee that future approaches will have
adequate satellite coverage. Prediction of satellite position and operational status of the satellites can be obtained
from Flight Service Stations (FSS) or by check of RAIM
status at the ETA.

Missed approach routing is via a course to the Missed
Approach Hold Point (MAHP). This may confuse the
pilot who is required to fly a specific missed approach
procedure via designated headings or vectors. Being
familiar with a particular GPS unit's commands and
directions is an absolute necessity before flying GPS
approaches in IFR conditions.

RAIM integrity for the GPS approach is a fundamental
necessity. If the RAIM failure occurs prior to the FAWP,
the approach should be abandoned since the GPS may not
be accurate enough for the approach. Normally, the GPS
receiver conducts a RAIM prediction check 2 NM prior to
the FAWP. Failure of the unit to secure the appropriate
number of satellites for the approach will illuminate the
RAIM light on the receiver and stop the receiver from
processing any further information with regard to the
approach.

Before looking at the operation of the GPS receiver during
an approach, I would highly recommend that any GPS approach equipped aircraft have an operable three axis autopilot, HSI, Flight Director, and some sort of electronic mapping
device such as an ARGUS 5000. These instruments are
invaluable aids when attempting to fly precise GPS approaches. Obviously, this much equipment and the cost
Continued on Page 14

Pilots should keep a close eye on their GPS
annunciation lights to ensure that the "Armed" or
flashing "Approach" to a solid or "capture mode"
is within 2NM of the FAWP. The pilot should not
descend to the MDA if the unit fails to secure a
solid capture mode prior to the FAWP. An immediate missed approach should be executed to the
MAWP via the FAWP.
If the RAIM failure occurs after the FAWP, the
missed approach should begin immediately following the published instrument procedure to the
MAWP, though the receiver will continue to produce signals for up to 5 minutes after a satellite
failure following the aircraft passing the FAWP.
A GPS missed approach requires the pilot to
sequence the aircraft past the MAWP. Failure of
the pilot to precisely follow the published instrument procedure to the MAWP will result in the
GPS receiver redirecting the pilot back to the
MAWP if turns are initiated prior to the MAWP.
The receiver must be programmed to the missed
approach procedure after the MAWP. Knowledge of each manufacturer's GPS unit is a must
if the pilot is to quickly and adequately command the receiver into the missed approach mode.
These commands are executed in a high task
environment because both the GPS receiver and
control of the aircraft are being done simultaneously at a low altitude. This places high work
on the pilot when helshe is very vulnerable to
making a mistake with the GPS unit.
If the missed approach mode is not activated,
the GPS receiver will continue to command
itself to fly the extended inbound approach mode
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ing or decreasing aircraft speed constitutes a change in your flight plan.
When are you expected to advise ATC
of any speed changes?

5. You've been issued a clearance
limit fix. According to the AIM, when
should ATC issue a clearance beyond
that fix if no delays are expected?

Lester Kyle
With over thirty years of instructing
and 12,000 hours of flying time, 8 ester
specializes in ratings upgrades from
Private to Commercial and Commercial to
ATP. He also provides instrument training
for non-instrument rated pilots. In 1984,
Lester was with the Piper Factory Training
Center instructing in various aircraft until
1990, when he founded F.A.C.T.O.R.Y.,
Inc., specializing in Malibu training.

1. Once you filed an IFR flight
plan, when should you notify ATC
when your proposed departure time
changes (according to the AIM)?

2. You are departing an airport on
instruments that does not have a published departure procedure. What must
you be able to do?
3. After an instrument departure
ATC has advised you are in radar
contact. Who is responsible for obstacle avoidance?
4. According to the AIM, increas-

6. When is radar service automatically terminated during a visual approach?

7. You have filed an IFR flight
plan that takes you through uncontrolled (Class G) airspace. What can
you expect from ATC?
8. Cruising at EL 180, the altimeter
set correctly; however, you forgot to
set it to the local altimeter of 30.26
during descent. If the field elevation
is 134 feet and the altimeter is working properly, what will it indicate after landing?

9. How can you determine the
pressure altitude at an airport without
a tower of FSS?
10. To comply with ATC instructions for altitude changes of more than
1,000 feet, what rate of climb or descent should be used?
11. You are enroute on an IFR
flight plan when ATC advises, "Radar
service terminated." What action is
appropriate at this point?

-aw!i
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"Compared to
the PC-12,

a small jet
i s really

NO BIG
THING."

Pc12,

-,

" I CAME VERY

CLOSE TO BUYING
A SMALL JET,"

says PC-12 owner Bob Edwards, President of
Road Trailer Rentals Inc., in Ontario. But that was
before he realized how much more airplane he
could get in a Pilatus
Like over 75% more
pressurized cabin
volume, for example.
A huge cargo door.
And dramatically higher

operating efEiciency. All for hundreds of thousands

-tI

A necessity fuel
stop of 45 minutes
in Winston-Salem
is included in
the CitationJet
trip time.

of dollars less in acquisition costs.
"I thought I needed the speed of a jet," says Bob,
whose airplane happens to mark the
100th PC-12 delivery worldwide.
"But flying the PC-12 down to our
home in Florida, with 5 or 6 of our
friends, we would all have more room,
we'd spend a lot less money getting
there, and we'd arrive only minutes later than the jet.*
That's because the jet has to stop for fuel, and
we don't, since the PC-12 delivers far more range."
In fact, up to 79% more with six passengers.
Like many other PC-12 owners, Bob remains
~uccessllby getting more mileage out of each
dollar invested.

For more information, please call 1 800 Pilatus (745-2887)
or visit us on the web at www.pilatus-aircraff.com

Phillip C. Crewe
G-HYHY
Market Drayton, Shropshire U.K.
Phillip is Chairman & CEO of a private Dairy Company. He has a 97 Mirage. He comes recommended by Derrick Clark.

J. Ken Halwachs
C-FTEE
Stratford, Ontario, Canada
Mr. Halwachs is President - Design
& Manufacturing with Steelcraft Industries Ltd. He owns a 1987 Malibu with
the Continental 550 engine.

Robert Muzzy
N9095K
Bend, OR
"Rob" Muzzy is owner of a Motorcycle Racing Team and has a 1986
Malibu. His pilot's name is Douglas
Meyer.

Robert Hammond
Austin, TX
Mr. Hammond comes recommended
by Richard Bynum. He currently has a
Cessna P210, and is looking at Malibus,
and has over 5,000 hours.

Frank T. Gangi
N9127Z
Norwood, MA

Frank has a 1987 Malibu and bases his
airplane at the Wiggins/Norwood mrt.

an A36 and is now looking for a Mirage. He is in the real estate business.

George Prudden
N126SR
Silver Spring, MD

Dick Sensenbrenner
Nl2EV
Boulder City, NV

George is a Physician Assistant and
has a 1989 Mirage. He holds Comm.,
MEL, SEL and Instrument ratings.

Dick's Malibu is equipped with a
550 engine, spoilers, Northstar M3,
Argus 7,000 and a Goodrich ~ r a f f i c
Alerter. He is a 4,400 hour pilot.

Kris J. Layson
Grand Rapids, MI
Kris is in Aircraft Sales with Northem Air and has over 3,500 hours, with
Comm., SEL, MEL and Instr.

Kenneth S. Lohmann
Southampton, NY
Kenneth currently owns an F33A but
will soon trade the Bonanza for a Mirage. He is President of a Hardware/
Garden Supply business.

Phil Wood
San Jose, CA
Phil is the former author and editor of
"Angel Flight of Texas" newsletter and
is presently the webmaster of the web
site <www.jetprop.com>.

Roger Swanson
Sacramento, CA
Roger previously owned a Duke and

Kel Seliger
Amarillo, TX
Besides being the Executive VP
Steel Service Center, Kel is also the
Mayor of the City of Amarillo! He is
currently "shopping".

Tony Ketelaars
C-GNEW
Oakville, Ontario
Tony was recommended to us by
Harrie Voortman. He owns a 1986
Malibu and is a 3,000 hour Helicopter,
Multi Engine, IFR pilot.

John D. Jacobs
N189ET
Chicago, IL
John is an investment advisor and
owns a 1984 Malibu. He is a 5,300
hour Single/Multi Inst. Pilot.
Continued on Page 16
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GPS System Update - Continued from Page 10

associated with its purchase and operation, makes the realm of the GPS approach the high performance single and
light twin aircraft. The use of a basic
GPS receiver only as the sole or primary
means of navigation approaches, as displayed by some manufacturer's advertising, is just not feasible.
Hying GPS approaches begins with
the simple task of fming the aircraft's
position in relationshipto the TAA initial
approach fix (IAP). Once inside the TAA,
30 NM, all step-downs are based on the
bearing and distance to the IAF for the
area. Pilots should fly the full approach
from an Initial Approach Waypoint
(IAWP) or feeder unless specifically
cleared otherwise. Randomly joining an
approach at ,an intermediate fix does not
assure proper terrain clearance.
Simplicity,in uploading an approach,

I

like many other tasks in the GPS procedure can be fraught with possible errors.
Unfortunately, this task is dependent on
the pilot's familiarization with the particular GPS unit and the intricacies programmed into the GPS receiver by the
manufacturer. Simply stated, the pilot
must be absolutely comfortable in programming the GPS, with all its idiosyncrasies, in a variety of navigation modes
and flight situations.
Once the approach is loaded into the
receiver, it will automatically "arm" the
annunciation when within 30 NM of the
airport. The receiver will then automatically switch from the 5 NM to the 1 NM
when the IAWP is within this range.
Bank angle and turn rates, programmed into the individual receivers,
determine the intercept angles used by
the receiver for turns during the approach. Over or under banking when
intercepting the final approach course

may sigmficantly delay getting on course
and could result in a high descent rate to
achieve the next segment altitude.
When within 2NM of the FAWP,
with the approach mode armed, the unit
will switch to active, with the RAIM
changing to approach sensitivity and a
change in CDI sensitivity. The sensitivity will smoothly change from I NM to
0.3 NM. The CDI, if not centered, will
show a corresponding increase in the
displacement and may give the impression that the aircraft is shifting farther
off course, though the intended course
intercept is acceptable.
Reference to the cross track error
indicator, if available, may help the pilot
remain position oriented in this situation. Requesting or accepting vectors
which will cause the aircraft to intercept
the final approach course within 2NM of
the FAWP is not recommended. During
Continued on the Next Page

CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS
Custom made for all makes, models, and modifications
events damage caused by leaking door and window seals.

Covers Also Available:

BRUCE'S CUSTOM COVERS
989 E. California Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

I

PHONE 408/738-395!
FAX 4oR
-,/7!W-7.7%
. -. . -..
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custom made utilizing the latest in fabric and sewing technology
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GPS System Update - Cont'd from the Prev. Page

vectors, many of the receivershave anonsequencing mode, and manually setting
the course is required by the pilot in this
mode. It is the responsibilityof the pilot to
set the appropriate course intercept and
maintain the safe altitude for the sector
being flown.
A couple notes of caution should be
given here. 1) Pilots should not try to fly
point to point navigation with
non-approach approved GPS receivers.
2) Overriding an automatically selected
sensitivityduring an approach will cancel
the approach mode annunciation. Both of
the above cautions are important when
using handheld or portable GPS receivers.

Holds, when used in lieu of procedure turns, require non sequencingof the
approach unless the receiver is programmed for this maneuver during the
approach. Even then, the pilot must be
thoroughly familiar with his receiver in
order to know when and how to activate
the approach sequence.

waypoint unless the sequencing mode is interrupted. Situational
awareness during the
approach is a must for
the pilot. Any loss of
awareness calls for an
immediate abort of the
approach.
Themissedapproach
sequence and caveats
were mentioned previously in this article. GPS
approaches add a new
dimension to our instrument flying repertoire.
There is no greater feeling than to get to the
missed approach point
and lookout the window
and see the runway
within fifty feet of the
desired course. Challenge yourself to master
the newest capability in
ourcockpit. FLY SAFE.

,/'
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BASIC 7"& TAA DESIGN
Figure 4

Five simple rules apply when conducting holds in lieu of procedure turns
for the approach.
1) The GPS receiver must be in the
non sequencing mode prior to the FAWP.

2) The Heading Mode on the Flight
Director should be active prior to the
FAWP outbound.
3) Heading Bug selected for holding
intercept.

4) Inbound course selected with the
OBS indicator on the HSI.

5) GPS nxeiver must be switchedto the
sequencingmodetwomileshtheFAWP
inbound on the approach from the hold.
If an overlay approach is being followed, ensure that all appropriate fly
over waypoints are displayed in the database. If for any reason you skip one of
these waypoints, the receiver will try to
direct the aircraft back and over the

Partial TAA WITH
1. Modified T"
2. Mandatory Route Initial.
3. No Course Reversal.
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M*MOPA Headquarters- Continued from Page 13

Hussain Sekha
N234HS
Houston, TX
Hussain is President of Neptune
Computer Corp. He flies a 1997Malibu
Mirage.

David Zuckerman
N4386G
Bradford, PA
David is CEO of a steel service
center - State Line Supply. He owns a
1985 Malibu. I got a chuckle out of the
street address,"One Zucks Nook"! Welcome aboard David!

Norbert (Norb) Dudek
NS16SD
Utica, IL
Norb is the semi-retired President and Founder of Letterkraft

Printers Inc., Peru, IL, and is the
proud owner of a 1998 Mirage!

flies a 1997 Mirage. He is a 2,700
hour Commercial rated pilot.

Walter A. Riley
N415WR
Kearny, NJ

Raymond Delvaux
Maaseik, Belgium

Walter is a new member, courtesy
of Columbia Aircraft Sales. He is the
new owner of a 1998 Mirage. Thanks
to Columbia, and welcome Walter!

Raymond is Director of a timber factory. Another International member!
He currently has a Mooney M20M TLS,
but has a dream to buy aMitage. See you
in San Antonio, Raymond!

Daniel de PAZ
F-GHRR
Garches, France

Bob Friedman
NSOJG
North Las Vegas, NV

Another International member!
Daniel owns a 1987 Malibu and is
General Manager of D2E Technical
Trading Company.

Bob is President of Silver Dollar
Recycling in North Las Vegas. He has a
1995 Mirage with spoilers.

Barry O'Neill
N9284X
Marietta, GA
Barry is a real estate developer and

Craig Heath
Houston, TX
Craig is the owner of Walter Heath
Insurance Co. He holds Pvt., Instr., and
Multi. ratings.
Continued on Page 18

We are looking for a few good pilots

Ron.Cox
Pres~dent

...

VIAT TI ON TRAINING MANAGEMENT

1

Post Office Box 2611 Vero Beach, Florida 32961
CALL (561) 778-7815 or FAX (561) 778-9958

John Marlan1

Director of Tra~n~ng
Malibu/Mirage

Insurance approved for factory equivalent initial and recurrent PA 46 training.

Rise t o t h e C H A L L E N G E .

AS A PILOT, YOU ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE OF ACQUIRING

to duplicate in the aircraft - can be practiced

and maintaining proficiency in your MalibuIMirage.

and perfected in the simulator with complete realism

And as the world's foremost aviation training

and safety. FlightSafety's MalibuIMirage simulator

organization, we can help

even includes a weather radar

you face that challenge with

unit for pilots who desire

confidence.

this training.

At Flightsafety Lakeland

Classroom instruction is

Learning Center in Lakeland,

facilitated by a host of dedicated

Florida - which trains pilots

audio-visual training aids, and

from around the world - we

conducted by FlightSafety's

offer complete initial and recur-

professional instructors - them-

FLIGHTSAFETY LAKELAND LEARNING CENTER

- one of the 38 FlightSafety

rent training programs for the

centers in the U.S., Canada. and France

MalibuIMirage. Training is

-

trains pilots from around the world.

conducted in an advanced

selves seasoned pilots who
understand the capabilities
and demands of today's sophis-

simulator featuring a state-of-the-art VITAL visual

ticated, high-performance aircraft. And clients are

display system, providing an exceptionally realistic

also encouraged to learn from each other's oper-

training environment. In the simulator, proficiency

ational experiences.

in normal flight operations can be honed to a

If a high level of proficiency is your goal (and

fine edge with the utmost cost-effectiveness. And

it should be), give us a call. FlightSafety is up to

emergency procedures - even those too dangerous

the challenge.

Flightsafety
international

For m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n . p l e a s e c a l l :

Toll-free (800) 7 2 6 - 5 0 3 7

Or write u s at:

T e l (941) 6 4 6 - 5 0 3 7

F a r (941) 6 4 4 - 6 2 1 1

2 9 4 9 Alrslde Center Drive. Lakeland. Florida

33811

@I w w w . f l l g h t ~ a f ~ t y . c o m

MMOPA Headquarters- Continued from Page 16

Robert H. Wahl
N70DL
Daytona Beach, FL

neering Inc. He is a 5,000+ hour Multiand Single, Instrument pilot.

Doug Hines
N648DH
North Little Rock, AR

Robert has a 310 Malibu with a 550
conversion. He is a 2,000 hour pilot and
is an Executive in Insurance Industry
Services.

Doug is a Civil Engineer and owns a
'98 Mirage. He is an ATP with "all the
ratings". Welcome aboard, Doug!

Martin Fisher
NMOD
Sunnyvale, CA

Leonard Framalin
N146BU
Troy, MI

Martin is an Engineering Manager
at Yahoo! and owns a 1987 Malibu.
His plane has spoilers, and he is planning a4-blade prop installation as well.

Leonard has a 1984Malibu with spoilers and RAM cooling. He owns Premium Air Systems.

Steve Buchanan
N6913T
Omaha, NE
Steve is a fellow Nebraskan who was
referred by Rex Eckwall. Thanks, Rex,
and welcome, Steve! Steve is a Fuel
Transfer Technician, and owns a 1985
Malibu.

Thomas W. Kitchin
N423.JT & N437DV
Atlanta. GA
Thomas is a CEO of a motel chain,
employing two ATP pilots. Attitudes
International referred him to M-MOPA.

Bill Turley
N43100
Winter Haven, FL
Bill is President of Aircraft Engi-

Rollie McGinnis
Houston, TX
Rollie currently owns a Navajo, but
plans on attending our convention in San
Antonio. He owns a Cadillac dealership
in Houston.

Dr. Johan J. Strasheim
ZS-NTH
Menlo Park, Pretoria, South Africa

.

John currently flies a pressurized
C337 and is a 1,200 hour MEL Instrument pilot. He is VP of Computer
Training.

Robert E. Woodward
Lakeland, FL
Robert is the Program Manager for
the Malibu Training Program with
FlightSafety.

Roy Bolling
Clinton Township, MI
Roy is a Teacher and Flight Instructor. He has over 6,000 hours and quite an
array of ratings.

Kevin Mead
Inman, KS
Kevin is certainly no newcomer to
M-MOPA. He currently owns and operates Mead Aircraft Services in Inman,
Kansas. See you at the convention,
Kevin!

Marc L. Aronson
N4221R
Pittsburgh, PA

William is President of Aero Insurance, Inc. in Dallas. He currently has a
Bonanza, N33WI-I.

particularly in landing configuration. Perhaps this Bonanza
didn't think of the Connie as a "Heavy", perhaps the controllers didn't think of the Connie as a "Heavy". Anyway, don't
forget, heavy aircraft in landing configuration can really set
up devastating wing tip vortexes.
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John Holman
Atlanta, GA

Dr. Strasheim is a Businessman/Engineer and owns a 1990 Mirage. He
bases his plane at a curiously named
airport, Wonderboom (FAWB). Johan
is anxious to share experiences and relate the adventures of flying your plane
in Africa. He will be on our web site
from time-to-time.

President's Comer - Continued from Page 5

Maltui-M@

Marc found us on the web through
the Aviation ConsumerMagazine. We're
glad you did Marc! Marc is President of
a Notary Trade Association. He flies a
1985 Malibu.

William Gene Howard
Dallas, Texas

On returning to Texas from Oshkosh, I stopped in Fremont, NE and visited the M-MOPA home office. Russ
informed me that we now have 460 members. We are
continuing to grow and our membership services are constantly improving. Keep the articles coming for this journal
and fly safe.

Dick was our M*MOPA President for 1994 and 1995. A retired USAF Colonel with
28 years of Active, Guard, and Reserve time with about 2500 hours in fighters as a
USAF Flight Surgeon, he is currently an Anesthesiologist in Austin, Texas. Dick has
been a member of the M-MOPA family since a year after its conception. His hobbies
are camping, backpacking, scuba diving, sailing, fishing, computers, and driving his
truck, but his greatest love is flying his Malibu.

Keeping Your Cool Under Stress
The outcome of handling the threat
and fear is the result of our experience
and training. When we get into tight
comers - we do what we have to do based on that experience and training.
When I was flying in two seat fighters (F-4s and F- 16s), we would be able
to pick up on the fact that one or the
other of us was hyperventilating. We
would check each other by saying: "Hey
buddy, check your breathing." This
usually got things under control. A
good example of this was in the movie
"Top Gun" when the pilot loses it after
a threatening encounter.
Hyperventilation is just our body's
response to all the adrenaline and emotion that we are pumping out. This is
good - usually. We get "pumped up",
and do what we have to do to handle the
threat at hand. We may experience this
during our San Antonio chamber ride
just from theclaustrophobiaofthe breathing apparatus. Not all of us Malibu pilots
have had years of military mask breath-

ing experience. It takes a while to get
used to breathing up tight in a fighter
pilot's or a scuba mask. It can lead to
hyperventilation.
Hyperventilation is good, and bad it brings in good air - if we know it is
happening. But, its consequences can be
very devastating and lethal for the Malibu
pilot if not recognized. We can assist a
passenger or copilot by having them
breathe into a bag or their hands in order
to build back their carbon dioxide levels.
But, what do we do for ourselves, when
and if we realize we are hyperventilating.
Well, recognizing that we are hyperventilating is most important.
The next step is to get control of
ourselves. This can be tough. Hyperventilation can creep up on us insidiously, and we suddenly are wondering
where these weird feelings and numb
and tingling hands are coming from.
Hyperventilation is insidious; recognizing that it is occurring is our best
correction.
When we breathe overly fast, from

whatever reason, fear, stress, or panic
reaction, we alter our physiological mechanics. We blow off our carbon dioxide, which can make us feel strange,
weird, numb of extremities, and could
cause us to pass out. We need to rule out
hypoxia as a cause of hyperventilation.
One could simply check your nail beds
for being blue from the hypoxia, and get
on the oxygen or get down.
We can next check our breathing and
get back in control. The bottom line is to
be aware that this can occur and monitor
yourself.
On another subject, we need to encourage our new-to-the-Malibu friends
to take primary and initial training with
competent folks. I just finished some
return to the field engine out landings
during takeoff and IMC engine out over
the ILS approaches with John Mariani
during his refresher-training program. I
always learn something from John who
always teaches me more options. I have
7,000 hours of flying experience, but I
train annually with the Malibu advice of
folks like John.

rn

PA-46-310Pl Cracked Engine Mount During an annual inspection, it was discovered that an engine mount was cracked.
The engine mount (P/N 84010-02) crack was located at the nose landing gear actuator attachment point. It was speculated
that the nose gear design requires the actuator to be positioned in a manner which imposes stress on the engine mount. It
would be wise to check this area at every opportunity. Part total time - 1,664 hours.

rn

.
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Check-In - Continued from Page 6

annual, the prop had been removed for
overhaul and new belts had been installed on both alternators and the air
conditioner.
Weather conditionsat RYY were ceiling 500 ft., visibility three miles. ATC
clearance was climb 3,000 ft., expect FL
220in five minutes. Tower instructions:
turn right to heading 300.
On climb out, the aircraft broke out
of the clouds at 3,500ft. At 3,800ft.,
the right alternator belt came off and
began to beat the top of the cowling.
The right alternator read zero with the
.alternator light on.
The pilot declared an emergency and
requested a return to the departure airport. Two minutes later, the second belt
came off and both alternators now read
zero. Needing immediate help, the pilot

notified ATC and turned off all nonessential equipment.

nator belt continued to flap around, occasionally beating the top of the cowling.

Attempting to land as soon as possible, the pilot intercepted the ILS at
2,500ft. and dropped the gear. The gear
cycled down but it took all remaining
power from the small battery.

After flight, inspection revealed that
the right altemator belt and air conditioner belt had come off the pulleys but
were still around the crankshaft. The left
alternator belt was completely missing.
Had the pilot not used good planning and
judgment, this certainly could have been
another Malibuwirage incident.

With the loss of all navigational
equipment from the total electrical failure, the pilot was forced to climb back to
VFR conditions on top. Using the magnetic compass, he headed west to where
he knew VFR conditions existed.

Lessons learned:

1. The right alternator belt corning off and flapping around resulted in
The pilot flew west for 1 hour 40 disengaging the air conditioner belt and
minutes with the gear down and only the breaking the left alternator belt. Losing
mag compass for navigation. This flight one belt can result in losing them all.
took the pilot from Atlanta all the way to Obviously, the altemator and air condithe Alabama/Mississippi line before a tioner belts arrangementsare not the best
break in the weather was found and a design for such a wonderful aircraft.
successful landing was made.
2. Because of the demand of the
During the entire flight, the right alter- gear system, the battery lasted only five
Continued on the Next Page

If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest
price to get the highest quality coverage. Call one of our agents today.

Toll-Free

1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916-853-8080

Shaw Aviation lnsurance
License # OBI4220
Buy Your Malibu Insurance From Someone Who Knows The Market

Check-In - Continued from the Previous Page

minutes and did not give the pilot enough
time to land. There is no warning in the
checklist not to drop the gear normally
to prevent excessive drain on the battery. Maybe a warning placard could be
installed not to drop the gear by using
the normal method when total electrical
failure occurs.

3. After becoming fully aware that
the Malibu design contributesto a higher
possibility of total electrical failure, the
pilot now carries a compatible backup
hand held communicationhavigation
system when he flies the aircraft.
4. Know your maintenance shop.
Even the most expensive annual cannot
ensure proper aircraft operation. It is a
good idea to make the first trip in daytime VFR conditions in case of maintenance problems.
Lester J . Kyle
Lester Kyle's Factory Training

Dear Dr. Weiner:
Thank you for the opportunity to
submit a letter for the "Check In"
column of M*MOPAMagazine. I hope
to become a member myself in the
near future and possibly attend the
upcoming convention.
First, let me address my involvement with Crashstudy and the website
- <www.airplanecrash.com>. The
purpose of the website and the research that is taking place is to really
uncover the facts about the early
Malibu and in particular the Teledyne
Continental TSIO-520-BE Engine and
Fuel system. I should mention that the
information on the website is gathered
by a team of local pilots and mechanics and is largely derived from the
Piper and Continental Factory Manuals together with information on Airworthiness Directives and Service Difficulty Reports from the FAA and
AOPA.

Having said that, many readers would
undoubtedly be curious as to what my
motivation is for studying the airframe,
engine and fuel system. I have been a
pilot for about 12 years now and regrettably I was the pilot of 9102V when it
crashed and burned on Highway 221
outside Greenwood, South Carolina, in
1995. My passenger, Peter McKenna,
who was not only my boss but had become a close friend was killed.
People who know me both personally and professionally would describe
me as being a very thorough and meticulous individual who pays attention to
every detail. Certainly, we know this is
an important trait for a pilot to possess.
However, in the days following the
crash I, of course, was blamed for the
accident even before the investigation
had taken place. I can still remember
waking up in intensive care at Self Memorial Hospital in Greenwood and realizing we had crashed, though I could not
remember anything that happened after
the loss of the engine.
I knew that, as pilot in command, I
would likely be blamed for the crash
(as we all know is typical in General
Aviation accidents), although I was
absolutely certain (and it was later
proven) that I had more than adequate
fuel on board.
More often than not in a General
Aviation accident of this severity, there
would have been no survivors. The
NTSB would have performed a cursory investigation, ruled the cause as
pilot error, and closed the file. However, in this case, there was a problem
- I survived.
More than six months passed before
I heard from the NTSB. Then after a
lengthy interview with an investigator
from the Atlanta office, I was told that I
would hear from the NTSB again in 2 or
3 weeks. It turned out to be 5 months
before I was again contactedby theNTSB
and this time the contact was by an

investigator in the NTSB's Miami office. I was told that the original investigator had resigned from the NTSB shortly
after my interview and that the accident
file had been lost, so the investigation
would have to begin again almost a year
after the crash.
At that point, as a mechanically
oriented person who has trained and
worked in transportation maintenance
for more than 20 years, I decided it
was time for me to fully understand
the design of the Malibu and its systems and subsystems because, clearly,
my contact with the NTSB up to that
point had not convinced me that they
were familiar with the Malibu.
I began to gather everything I could
find in print about the Malibu and
after diligent study, one thing was
immediately apparent. While the
Malibu is a tremendous airplane, the
early Malibus clearly did not undergo
enough testing to prevent the failures
and redesigns that followed its release
for sale to the public.
Of course, it is widely known that
most of the problems involved the Continental TS 10-520-BE as a powerplant.
The Continental Fuel System used on
the TS10-520-BE has also had more
than its share of problems..
Unfortunately, like most pilots, I
trained to understand the flight systems and flight characteristics of the
Malibu. I left the design of the airplane and engine in the hands of the
manufacturers and the maintenance in
the hands of the local A&P and Al. In
other words, as a pilot, I preflighted
the airplane and flew it.
Since many of the early, privately
owned, Malibus should now be approaching TBO, I think it is important to
get as much factual information as possible out to owners and pilots. This is
one purpose of the website. After looking at all the information available on
the Malibu, it would almost seem as
Continued on Page 26
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Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
The Exclusive Piper Distributor & Service Center
For New York, New Jersey & New England

Proud!Presents - The hper Mdlbu Mendlian!

I

"73e Tndibbn Continues...........
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Call Gary Saunders, Mr. "SixW"orGordon Ramsay for Brochures & Pricing Today!
Or Contact One of Columbia's Authorized Sales Affiiates Nearest You!
Keith Doughs
Shoreline Aviation, Inc.
Marshfield, MA
(781)834-4928

Andrew Ferguson
Air Bound Aviation, Inc.
Fairfield, NJ
(973)5751833

Don Patch
Northeast Aircraft Sales, Inc.
Portland, ME
(207)774-6318

Columbia Aircraft Sales, Inc.
Groton-New London Airport
T 06340
Groton, C

Ph (860)449-8999F a (860)449-9924
Email columbiasales@pcnet
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Kevin is an IA who has specialized in MalibdMirage maintenance for 14 of his
20 years in general aviation. He is a licensed private pilot with a multi-engine
rating. Kevin recently formed his own business, Mead Aircraft Services, which
he runsfrom asmall farm in Inman, Kansas. He will continue to provide support
for the Malibu/Mirage fleet in the U.S. and abroad.

Prolonging The Life Of
Your Vacuum Pump
If there is one thing a pilot can
count on, it's the likelihood that at
some point he or she will be inconvenienced by a vacuum pump failure. In
my experience, Malibumirage pumps
have an average life span of around
900 hours, so it's a rare owner who can
escape having to replace one. Since
most shops don't stock this expensive
item, and most owners wisely elect
not to rely on the stand-by pump alone,
failure usually means some downtime.

Fortunately, there are measures that
can be taken both during installation
and during normal service that can
help extend the life of your pump. I'll
get to these, but first I'm afraid you'll
have to wade through another of my
tedious operational overviews.
Malibu and Mirage aircraft use Parker
Hannifin (Airborne) dry vacuum pumps
exclusively. The "dry" in dry vacuum
pump refers to the fact that the pump
does not rely on oil for cooling or lubrication. On the Malibu, the primary pump
runs whenever the engine is running.

The stand-by pump runs only after
being electrically activated. On the
Mirage, both pumps run whenever the
engine is running.
The vacuum pumps (primary and
stand-by) are located on the aft side of
the engine, where they receive air, which
is then routed through the flight instruments before being diverted or expelled.
The purpose of the pump is to provide
the vacuum necessary for the air-driven
flight instruments, the control portion of
the cabin pressurization system, and the
Continued on Page 27
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SPECIALIZING
As New Piper's authorized sales outlet for seven Middle
Atlantic States from
Pennsylvania to South Carolina, SkyTech has led the nation in the
sale of new and pre-owned Malibus and Mirages for the past eight
years in a row. We track the pre-owned Malibu market serial numberby-serial number worldwide, and are the only company in the U.S. to
receive daily updates on Malibu transactions from the FAA. Our
knowledge of available units and selling prices allows us to position
our inventory as the best VALUES In the market. Additionally, all of
our Malibus are thoroughly inspected by our Service Department to
insure that your new Malibu's mechanical condition is completely
up-to-date, and that all applicable Service Letters and Service Bulletins have been addressed.
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TIRED OF TRYING TO FIND A RUNWAY T H W H
SkyTech is pleased to announce the availability of the FAA approved HEATED WINK.%
of

existing "hot plate" assembly and provides excellent visibility and airline technology with r 9
out your windshield, give us a call to discuss scheduling and installation centers in your ma!

FTO, Specto order. Availableoptionsinclude
two tube EFIS40,AirConditioning, Vertical
ProfileRadar,WX- 1000EStormscope,Radar
Graphics Interface and much more. Full
Two-Year Warranty.

1993 Malibu Mirage
1200Hours 'IT. 100SinceFactory Overhaul.
King Equipped KMA-24 Audio Panel, KR87 ADF, KT-76 Transponder, KFC-150 API
FD,KAS-297BPreselect, KLN-WGPS, WX1000 Series 11Stormscope, Bendix RDS-82
Radar, ExecutiveGroup,CopilotInstruments,
Deice Group. AC, and much more.

Increased Gross Weight, KLN-WB, RDR2000 Radar, Radar Altimeter, WX-1000E
Stormscope, Skywatch Traffic Avoidance
System, Two-Tube EFIS with Mechanical
Co-pilot Instruments, AC, Executive Interior
with Fully Enclosed Flushing Potty.

Visit our web site at htto

Scheduled Service
100hr l annual inspections
Pressurization service
Dynamic prop balance
De-ice system troubleshmting/installation
Engine replacernent/troubleshooting

Avionics .

II

Auto-pilot repair and troubleshooting
Navfcom repairs
Radar installation and r e p a h
Flitefone repairritallation
GPS installation
IFR cemfications
Complete system upgrades
Custom audiohide0 Svstems

Total ustorner support
Since the inception of the Malibu, SkyTech has
been totally engrossed in the Malibu aircraft. Our
total support concept has grown from a strictly sales
and service int of view into a com lete su
network. $ have developed the h i b u
Exchange Network capable of servicing Malibu
customers and service facilities anywhere in the
world. Our parts department continuesto grow and
rovide services for a wide range of maintenance
facilities. Our servicedepartment continuesto lead
the nation in number of Malibus serviced and
maintained At this point, we have
almost every major re air conceivable m every
part of the U.S. As i e Malibu enters its second
decade of operation, SkyTech is devoting a great
deal of effort to the maintenance and enhancement
of the existing fleet.

LP-'""

Upgrades I Major Repairs
10-550 Conversions
Spoiler installation
Aircraft recovery

-

F A X 41 0168792927

In short,no matter what type of problem or question
you have, SKYTECH, INC. is poised to solve it!

II

Window replacement
Heated windshields

.

Custom interim

Wing repair and
rebuilding

Complete fuselage
rebuilding

II

Check-In - Continued from Page 21

though the owners of early Malibus are
expected to cover the cost of educating
the engineers at Piper and Continental
in terms of which designs will work and
which will not. That hardly seems appropriate to me.
The potential of an airplane crash is a
possibility that we as pilots try not to
dwell on and train to prevent. A crash
experience is indeed terrifying and the
experience is only made worse by the
posturing and politics that takes place
with government agencies and manufacturers following a crash.
Information may help prevent another accident and that would make the
website and newsletters worthwhile. I
will gladly .answer questions or share
any and all information we have with
your readers in the interest of flying
safety. I tend to agree with the old adage,
"People who are equally informed, seldom disagree".

I can always be contacted by Email
at: TomLrd@aol.com or through the
website <www.airplanecrash.com>.
Tom Lord

A Special Thanks!

Several times this year, I have had the
pleasure of flying behind the four blade
prop STC'd by VK Leasing for the Continental Malibu. I did not believe this
engine could be so much smoother than
it already was, but I was very wrong.
The difference starts as soon as the throttle
is advanced for the takeoff roll and continues in the initial climb to be much
smoother and quieter. I just hope the
STC for the Mirage is completed in the
very near future, and I hear it is. What a
difference that will make.
I believe that those of us who love to

fly and go a little faster than the originals
put out by the manufacturer owe a great
deal to the MOD folks. They take a very
good product and make it better. If it
were not for these people and their love
for aviation, the aircraft manufacturers
would keep us flying at 7,500 feet and
150 KTS. Let's give them a big thanks
and encourage them to stay in the ball
game. A few are mentioned below and
I know I have missed many.

Rocket Engineering of Spokane
Turboprop P & W Conversion.
Turbo Plus
Many speed mods.
V K Leasing, Inc.
Cont 550, four Blade Prop.,
and extra fuel.
Plastech Corp. of Atlanta, GA
Many .fine mods.
Lopresti Speed Merchants
Vero Beach, FL
Many speed mods.
Lester Kyle, Malibu Trainer

1996and 1997 were outstanding years for Lester's Malibu TrainingCourses with
50 aircraft and 68 pilots in 1996 to 68 aircraft and 80 pilots in 1997. That totals
over 5 10 Malibu schools since 1984. Fly in for quality training, don't be fooled by
the price. All my past customers are alive and well.

Refresher From $370.00

Initial From $1,090.00

Client Recommendations
I have flown with Lester for the past eleven years since my initial training, and
what I like about Lester is his way of correcting you and advising you about what
needs to be improved. In addition, his mechanical knowledge of the aircraft has
more than once led to a needed fix of potential problem. I now take recurrent
training every six months including night and IFR, and never fail to learn
something new on every visit. Highly recommended.
Sy Weiner

For Scheduling or Further information

Call Factory, Inc. 561=562=5438
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Vacuum Pump - Continued from Page 23

deflated de-ice boots. During inflation of the de-ice boots, air that is
being expelled from the exhaust side
of the pump is temporarily diverted to
inflate the boots.
Inside a dry vacuum pump are carbon-graphite vanes which don't require any maintenance. When this
pump fails, usually it is because these
vanes have broken apart, locking the
rotor and shearing the nylon drive coupling, causing the pump to disengage
from the engine. Although the pump
usually gives no warning to the pilot
that failure is imminent, some report
lower than normal vacuum at idle just
before a failure.

trol valve is stuck in the closed position. Flying the airplane in this condition will likely cause vacuum pump
failure DURING THAT FLIGHT.
What about my stand-by pump, you
ask? If activated, it too will certainly
fail since it relies on the same de-ice
control valve. Don't fly.
There are also ways your mechanic
can help extend the life of your pump.
Anytime your vacuum pump is re-

placed, it is because its predecessor
shredded itself, covering the exhaust
side of the system with a chunky carbon mist. T o avoid future clogging
and the resulting premature failure of
the pump, it is imperative that all this
debris be removed from the system.
Therefore, when replacing the pump
your mechanic should:
Install new central and regulator
filters.
Continued on Page 31

What can you do to make your
vacuum pump last as long as possible?
Here are some suggestions:
Replace the central air filter every 500 hours of operation and vacuum
regulator filters every year.
Clean the de-ice control valves
every 400 hrs of operation.
Make sure maintenance personnel don't direct cleaning chemical
spray at the pump's open drive end
while washing the engine.
Correct any oil leaks found
around or at the drive end.
Make sure cooling shrouds and
hoses are in good condition.
Replace any kinkedorrotted hoses.
Don't turn the propeller in a
reverse rotation more than necessary.

310P Owners Note
If upon starting your engine, you
n o t i c e m u c h lower than normal
vacuum and your vacuum pump fail
indicator ball chatters in its gauge,
you can assume that your de-ice con-
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DMFS
DES MOINES FLYING SERVICE, INC.

THISNAME HAS MEANT
A
Piper IN THE MIDWEST.
Now IT MEANS
w PILATUS
Too!

I
I
I

How The Locals Do It. An Opinion Regarding The Mountain Flying Presentation
At The September 1994 Colorado Springs MmMOPA Convention
By: Bill Prymak

I sat there, in utter amazement and
building frustration, as the speaker gave
an unthinkable talk to a packed-house
audience of M*MOPA pilots, detailing
how to "fly the valleys and canyons",
use of orographic lift,hammerhead stalls,
and other pearls of wisdom designed to
safely rescue us from the deep, dark
deadly dangerous clutches of everyday
mountain flying.
The speaker, whom I have known
for years, is great on above mentioned
maneuvers and survival techniques after you crash up one of his canyons,
but his speech was tembly misdirected.
He must have been informed that
M*MOPA stood for MOUNTAIN
MANIACS OF THE PIPE-LINEFLYERS ASSOCIATION!
Let's get away from orographic lift
and hammerhead stalls and talk grassroots mountain flying. From the questions that M*MOPA members have
asked me, there is a perception that
every mountain flight is a traumatic,
death-defying experience. Fact is, a trip
over the Rockies with few exceptions is
a glorious experience, the ground is
relatively close for magnificent scenery
as you fly over (not through) the mountains, and every flight bestows a certain
satisfaction not felt with flat-land flying. It's different, it feels good.
"You fly to Aspen in the wintertime
to go skiing?" I'm asked so often, feeling the unspoken words . . "you're
either crazy, reckless, orjust plain lucky
to be alive!". Let me prove to you,

.

statistically, how eastern perceptions
of my local flying can be so skewed.
Digging through my log books, I
recorded my first flight to Aspen
(non-stop from Moline, Illinois, in a
V-Bonanza, overloaded with skis,
boots, baggage and bodies) on January
15,1967. (Years later I added acryptic
remarkover this enhy which read: STUPID! DUMB!) Now I remember why I
did this. First flight over the rocks,
Aspen without nav-aids, landed with
10 gallons of gas!
From 1967 through 1997, I logged
1,080 flights from the Denver area to
Aspen with the following summation
of remarks and entries:
DENVER TO ASPEN: Turnedback
only twice, once when Aspen's minimums went down the tank in a hurry;
the other, severe turbulence that made
my passengers (and me) very unhappy.
Out of the 1,080flights to Aspen, 62
(6%) were filed IFR and encountered
IMC enroute conditions. Thiieen
flights logged trace-to-light rime ice.
Two flights required holding at the
VOR. Early morning IMC is always
smooth air; no ice buildups.
The balance of the flights to ASE
were VMC conditions with around
60% without a VFR Flight Plan.
WHAT? No flight plan over the
mountains? Relax, there's a better
way. With radar coverage down to
16,500, I often prefer to request flight

following. If you go down with flight
following, they look for you right now
(plus they have a pretty good idea of
where you last blipped). Go down with
a standard VFR flight plan, they look
for you tomorrow. Many times the
view is so magnificent you don't want
to be saddled with a rigid IFR flight
plan. Freedom, that's what flying is all
about. Hey Bill, I see a herd of elk at
3 o'clock, 2 miles; let's check 'em out.
One last point on VFR flight plans, be
sure you can always talk to ATC immediately - Aspen approach 30 NM out, or
Denver enroute ATC freqs should be
monitored every inch of the way over
any mountain range.
After 30 years of mountain flying,
my memory tells me my scariest rides
have been over the flatlands . . . very,
very few bad rides over the rocks, except
for rare unexpected turbulence. Rare
because 98%of the time you can predict
and avoid it.
How do I approach each new flight
over the Rockies? Let me share these
thoughts with you.

RULE # 1
Be an "A" person, get out of bed and
fly the mountains EARLY . . . in sumIn
mer, no bumps, brisk, clean air.
winter, smooth air, unimaginable beauty
after anew snowfall, and you'll catch the
slopes by 10 AM. No buildups any
season if you fly early.
Continued on Page 34
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SERVICE

Modem Acro, Inc.

We now maintain over 40 MalibuIMirage aircraft on a regular basis, and many of these
people come to us from more than 1000NM away from Minneapolis. As a result, we have
expanded our Service Department staff. In this way, we can ensure the best possible
turnaround time for our customers. We offer:
Experienced MalibuWirage
service Technicians
Extensive MalibuWirage Parts
Inventory
800 Watts Line for Service and
Parts
TBM 700 Service Center

Parts Dept.
. Open
- 7:30 AM - 6:00 PM CST

I

I

TSIO-550 STC Installation Center
Radar Pod Installations
Dealer for Spoilers, Inc.
We Ship Parts, Same Day; Worldwide

MODERN
AERO,INC. AS1 - AEROSERVICES
14801 Pioneer Trail, Flying Cloud Airport, Minneapolis, MN 55347
Telephone: (612) 941-2595 Fax: (612) 94 1-0307 Toll Free 1-800-937-2376
Certified Repair Station MZER l98L
Website: www.modernaero.com

Email: modernaero@msn.com

I 'RAINING
SPECIALIZING
IN INTENSIVE
WEEKEND TRAINING A T YOUR
LOCATION OR OURS.
(888) 7GOSAFE
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(813) 822-161 1

Vacuum Pump

- Continued fmm Page 27

Blow the vacuum and pressure
lines free of any contaminants.
Clean the de-ice control valves.
Also, when installing the fittings
into the pump, your mechanic should
use silicone lubricant spray only.
Never use thread sealer or tape.
Replace the vacuum pump drive
seal if there are any signs of leakage.

A Note About Airborne Product
Rekrence Memo #39
This memo calls for operational
checks of the manifold check valve
every year on those valves older
than 5 years. Check valve replacement is recommended after 10 years
of service. A malfunctioning check
valve can leave the entire vacuum
system inoperative in the event of a

vacuum pump failure.
S o let's say you've done all you
can to extend the life of your pump,
but the time has come for a new one.
Should it be a new or overhauled
unit? There was a time when overhauled pumps had significant reliability problems and t o this day
Parker Hannifin insists that pumps
are not to be overhauled.
However, the FAA has approved
overhauled vacuum pumps and in my
experience, the modern ones are very
reliable. The price difference between
new and overhauled units is significant but the warranty and availability
are the same.

I feel this makes them a good value
and I always present them as an option
to my customers. For example, a new
Airborne 441CC vacuum pump for
the Mirage lists for $1,389.00 (exchange). A Rapco overhauled pump

lists for $810.00 (exchange).

Another Note For Malibu
PA-46-3IOP Owners
Parker Hannifin has been very supportive of the 28C444CW-6 stand-by
vacuum pump. In every case in which
I have turned in a failed pump, they
have replaced it free of charge. This is
worth pursuing since a new pump normally costs $3,000.00.

Part Numbers
Malibu - Primary vacuum pump
442CW-6. Stand-by vacuum pump
28C444CW-6.
Mirage - Primary (lower) vacuum
pump 442CW-6. Secondary (upper)
vacuum pump 441CC- 17.
Filters (all models)
Central D9- 18- 1
Regulator B3-5-1
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The following is a direct quote
from FAA Certification
Flight Tests:
(Temperatures are corrected to
simulate a 100 degree F day.)
"The TSIO-550-C engine is very well
cooled in this installation; qualitatively,
based on my previous experience, it
runs cooler than the original TSIO-520BE engine. Max corrected CHT in MCP
climb is 364 degrees F, giving a margin
of 96 degrees F below the limit of 460
degrees F. Max corrected CHT at
25,000 feet "best economy" leaned
cruise at 262 HP (75% of engine's max
rating of 350 HP) is 403 degrees F,
giving a margin of 57 degrees F below
the limit of 460degrees F. ... [It] is much
easier to manage in cruise, without the
50 degree F "lean-of-peak TIT
requirement."

Your Malibu is eligible to have a TCM 'I'SIO 550C engine installed rated at 350 HP, derated to 310 HP.
We can install your new or rebuilt engine at our facility at the beautiful
Albert Whitted Airport in downtown St. Petersburg, Florida
or Call one of our approved installation facilities:
Aviation Sales Denver, Colorado
Flightcraft Eugene and Portland, Oregon
Flightcraft Hayward, California
Image Air Bloomington, Illinois
Modern Aero Eden Prairie, Minnesota
Piloten Services Straubing, Germany
Skytech Baltimore, Maryland
TCM Customer Service Center Fairhope, Alabama

-

Here is what this new 550C Continental engine will do for your Malibu:
Take off using only 88.5% power (88.5 x 350 HP = 310 HP). The engine is
approved for continuous operation at 3 10 HP.
30 more HP at 75% power (75% x 350 = 262.5 HP as opposed to 75% x 310 HP
= 232.5 HP).
Flying at speeds comparable to your 520 BE engine, the 55OC willjust be loafing
along with comparable fuel flows and less manifold pressure or lower RPM which equates to cooler temperatures and longer life.
Flying at normal power settings, with comparable payloads, your Continental
powered Malibu will perform better than a Mirage - due to approximately 330
pounds less basic airplane weight and a Continental tuned induction system.
The 550C engine is approved to use your same propeller - the external
dimensions and weight of the 550C engine are identical with the 520BE, therefore
no airplane modifications are required.
The 550C engine has a TBO of 2,000 hours.

.

NEW - TCM TSIO-550-C Continental Engine.. $67,700 plus freight
REBUILT - TCM TSIO-550-C Continental Engine.. $53,580 plus freight
(Subject to manufacturer's price increase. May be higher outside the U.S.)
This includes new isolation mounts, fluid hoses, dynamic prop balance, STC and Flight Manual Supplement.
FAA STC Number SA0038 OAT

(FORMERLY VK LEASING, INC.)

.

Approved to replace TSIO-520-BE with TSIO-550-C

#

Q

Available for your 520 or 550 Malibu
and for your Mirage.
Enjoy the benefits of vibration free flying with
reduced noise level and increased performance.

Price $13,700 outright
\

Installed and balanced at our facility for $250. No freight charge and no sales
tax on STC items installed in Florida. Your shop can buy this propeller and STC
from us. Work out installation, crating and freight charges with them.

Mountain Flying - Continued from Page 29

I'm in Denver - or east of Denver - I got the general
weather . . . but what is the ride really gonna be like to
Aspen? Some clues:

Stratus Layer Over Denver And The Mountains

Usually a very smooth ride. Suggest a no-go if the tops
exceed 23,000 unless several PIREPS in your class of airplane say smooth and no ice in the clouds. Don't trust any
airplane PIREP with hot wings.

Probable VFR
Wispy Cumulus

Ask FSS the following: Current and ETA weather for
Aspen, Eagle and Leadville. Also ask for MOUNTAIN
TOP WINDS for Denver to Grand Junction. If they
exceed 25 knots at 12,000, consider the flight levels in
lieu of 16.5.
Ask for ride reports. If you're early AM, expect valley
fog in some (not all) of the mountain valleys. Valleys with
big lakes (Like Granby) always have greater chance of
fog. Aspen rarely. Land at 85-90 knots, never less.

Cotton balls with stringy entrails moving eastward rapidly with winds aloft 30 knots and better. If it's right after a
storm or cold front passage, look out below those cotton balls
-brisk moderate (often severe) turbulence; 1,000 ft. above
those cotton balls, it smooths out. A standard departure from
Denver sometimes puts you below those critters. Just tell
ATC you've got your pregnant girlfriend on board about to
deliver and need FL 180 east of the rocks before you proceed
westbound. That should work. File high, very high, and
expect a slow westward ride . . . but no bumps.

probable IFR
Lenticular Clouds

Never blast off without a tops report. If the PIREP
says tops 20,000 and no icing below you should do
fine. Stratus layers are always very smooth, rarely
with serious ice.
Turbulence and IMC

A nasty combination, not too often encountered. Clues:
winds aloft - see above. Also, ask for the Aspen and
Denver altimeter settings. If Denver reads more than S O
lower, expect some unpleasant bumps. File high (above
the tops reports) and get ride reports. Think twice about
shooting the approach into Aspen if tops are higher than
20,000, visibility less than 5 NM and ceiling less than
2,500 (minimums are 2,400 and 2 NM).
Suggestion: be super slow as you cross the VOR at
14,000. You need a rate of descent after the VOR of at
least 1,500FPM to avoid a circle-to-land. It's demanding,
but use the right numbers and it's a piece of cake.
Cloud Configurations And What They Mean To You

The deadly, lethal, fatal widow-makers that the weather
text books tell you to avoid - BALONEY! Those curious
UFO-saucer-shaped clouds form over the Continental
Divide (40 NM west of Denver) and just seem to stay there
and never move eastward, in spite of 50 knot easterly
winds at altitude.
Hmmmm, something funny here. But the answer is
simple due to changes of temps. I'm simplifying, but you'll
get the picture. They condense at their western edges and
evaporate at the eastern, thus the visual cloud effect seems
stationary. After some possible low-level chop, the air
below the lentics is smooth as silk. . . always. They usually
form around FL 200, so you're above them climbing westbound. As you level off at FL 200-240, you'll experience not
only strong headwinds but a strange phenomenon with ALT
HOLD on. Watch your indicated airspeed rollercoast from
115 KTS to 185; scary but smooth as silk. It's just hi-level
up and down wash.
The above tidbits are gleaned from 4,000 hrs. of mountain flying. Fly like I tell it,above and you should love it!

Front Range Upslope
Final Tips

You're gonna have a great flight over the mountains
.... Denver ceilings will be from 100 ft. to 1,000 ft. but the
penetration is smooth and very quick. You'll have severe
blue CAVU usually in two minutes and deliciously smooth
air westbound. Upslope tops will usually be at 8,000 to
10,000 feet MSL.

.
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Even on those perfect days, minimum altitude should
always be 15.5 or 16.5 westbound. The interstates
make great emergency landing strips -no power poles.
Finally, never, ever fly without being able to talk to
ATC - right now!

1

program that surpasses all previous distribution systems for

f i e ÿ via ti on Sales, Inc. office complex, ;rr
pictured, is located on Denver's Centennial
Airport. Our facility combines modern office
space with attached hangars. Full FBO
amenities are available.

d n e Malibus are based on Centennial Airport.
Seven of those are Mirages and were sold new by
the Aviation Sales, Inc. marketing personnel.
Aviation Sales, Inc. also enjoys the privilege of
selling numerous previously owned Malibus &
Mirages of high quality worldwide.
Our marketing department continuously follows
the MalibuNirage market. They are constantly
seeking high quality aircraft to purchase for our
inventory.
f%r Maintenance department with state of b
the art equipment, employs only full-time
I.A. qualified mechanics.
Our computer printed log book entries,
service publication compliance and tail to
spinner component history reports impress
not only our customers, but sales and
maintenance facilities alike.
We respect you our customer and your
aircraft. Our "Attention to Detail"
philosophy extends from the work we
perform, through our paperwork, to our
level of customer service.

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE:
1989 Mirage - 1960 TT, 770 SFREMAN, " 0
STOH, King IFR wIKNS-8 1, KFC- 150 APJFD,
KLN-90A & Garmin GPSs, WX-1000, Argus
5000, Copilot Instr., Ice, Air; Fuel Mgmt. System,
5 Disc CD, Intercom and Tanis Engine Heater.
1994 Mirage - 7 19 TT, " 0 STOH, King IFR
wIKNS-80 RNAV, KLN-90A GPS. KFC- 150

Spoilers, Intercom and Shadin Miniflow

It"

--

-

NOW AVAILABLE WITH AN
OPTIONAL INCREASED
MAXIMUM
TAKE-OFF WEIGHT OF
9,920 LBS.

PC-12 specifications include:

b Cruise Speed 270 kts.
b Range exceeding 1,600 n.m.
b Operates to 30,000 ft.
b King Air size cabin
) 4.5 x 4.5 Cargo Door
b Flushing Potty
Since 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd. has been an aircraft manufacturer in Stans, Switzerland.
Pilatus is one of the leading PT-6A powered manufacturers in the world.

AVIATION SALES, INC.
Centennial Airport
12260 E. Control Tower Road
Englewood, Colorado 80112

Phone (303) 799-9999

AA

Piper

SERVICE CENTER

WHETHER
IT'S OUR MALIBU PLEATED
SHADE
WINDOW.KIT,
OUR CLEARVIEW
VISORS,
OR OUR INTERIOR PLASTIC COMPONENTS,
YOUR AIRPLANE DESERVES THE TOPOF THE LINE.

CALLus AT 404-355-9682
FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF COMPONENTS AND PRICES.

PLASTECH
CORPORATION
2080 GENERAL
TRUMAN
STREET,
N.W.

ATLANTA,
GEORGIA
30318

FAX:404-355-5410

President of CS&A Aviation Insurance, Inc., one of the largest and most prominent
aviation insurance specialists in the Southeastern United States. Tom has distinguished himself in the area of aviation risk management and in the placement of
insurance for high performance aircraft. He works extensively with FBO's, maintenance, parts, training and service organizations.

A graduate of Middle Tennessee University, Tom has been involved in aviation
insurance for the past twenty years.

Aviation Insurance Market
Conditions Relative to
the MalibuIMirage
The underwriting conditions for the
Malibu are good, especially for those
pilots who maintain strong training programs. The benefits of Malibu training
are vividly seen in reduced losses.
Pricing on Malibu insurance is all
over the board. It depends upon the skill
of the pilot, the aircraft age and value,
the purpose of use, and the limit of liability. In short, all normal underwriting
factors apply as with any other acceptable risk. Pricing does seem to be relatively competitive for both the professional pilot and the non-pro provided we
are dealing with an experienced pilot.
Transitioningpilots are well received
by the underwriting community if they
are moving from a high performance
aircraft into the Malibu. As stated, a
strong training program is imperative.
My suggestion in shopping your
renewal is to select a strong aviation
insurance agent (a specialist). Help
him develop a good underwriting submission focusing on your training program. You will be pleasantly surprised at the result.
Coverage Reduction
A new policy change reducing cov-

erage is being introduced throughout
the insurance industry.
Much has been written about the year
2000 computer compliance problem.
Now dubbed Y2K, information technology professionals anticipate some computer systems may cease to function
properly on January lst, 2000.
The cause of this looming problem
stems from the need to conserve precious computer memory. In past computer generations, every piece of data
that could be eliminated helped to conserve space and save storage capacity.
As a result, instead of providing sufficient space to hold a complete date, (for
example09-01- 1998),programmers provided only enough memory to recognize
the last two digits of the year field.
In this example, 09-01-98 is what the
computer sees thus saving two digits,
(19). Unfortunately, both software and
hardware programmed in this fashion
may cease to function properly on January 1, 2000. Instead of reading 01-012000, the computer system will only see
01-01-00. It will read the 00 to be year
1900 and may malfunction. Thus the
"Y2K7', "Year 2 0 0 0 , "Millennium"
compliance problem is born.
But, This Is An Aviation Publication.
Why Are We Wasting Our
Time Discussing A Computer
Compliance Problem?

In short, I want to make you aware
of the significant problem that we may
be facing with any computer, software
program or piece of equipment with
integrated or embedded systems. Because of the sophistication of late
model aircraft, avionics equipment,
and global positioning systems, many
of our insurance companies have become concerned that we may experience increased loss activity as a result
of the compliance issue.
Although most underwriters are
struggling with the right way to handle
this potential loss problem, many are
beginning to add an "electronic date
recognition exclusion" to policies issued after July 1st, 1998. These exclusions basically eliminate coverage for
any loss caused by the failure or inability
to recognize any change of year, date or
time. The following is specific wording
proposed by one of the most recognized
aviation insurance underwriters.
"This policy does not cover any claim,
injury, loss, cost, expense or liability of
any nature whatsoever arising from, occasioned by or in consequence of
(whether directly or indirectly and
whether wholly or partly):
A. the failure or inability to correctly recognize, process, distinguish,
interpret or accept any change of year,
date or time, including but not limited to:
Continued on Page 44
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MALIBU/ MIRAGE SPECIALISTS. A
f of thirteen maintenance veterans and a BendixIKing avionics expert
provide superior technical support. As rvorthern California's only Factory Authorized Piper Service Center, in
cooperationwith AVEX, Inc., Flightcraft's Hayward facility combines MalibuIMirageexperiencewith factory support
and an extensive parts inventory.
OUICKNRN ENGINE P R f f i R l M Flightcraft's unique QUICK TURN engine replacement program provides an
overhauled engine directly from our inventory. No waiting for time consuming overhauls. Call for details about
installing a balanced and blueprinted Lycoming engine in your Mirage!
AFTERMARKET PRODUCZS Flightcraft offers modification products including the VK TSIO-550 engine
installation. Speed Brakes, Sound Proofing, Digital Tachometers: 8 Monitors and RAM Cooling Kits.
LOCATION- Flightcraft's facility is located at the Hayward Airport, just minutes from San Francisco, Oakland and
San Jose. As a full-serviceFBO, Flightcraft offers complete aircraftmaintenance, avionics, parts, charter and ground
service support.

CALL JAMES ALLEN

-

19990 Skywest Drive Hayward, California 94541
a PAPE' GROUP company

ATLANTIC
CROSSING
TO OSHKOSH
By: Raymond Cape1
rossing the Atlantic is no doubt
the dream of all pilots even
though its difficulties are now
far less than it was years ago. The
reliability of engines has reached high
levels and, most of all, the GPS has given
a feeling of safe and perfect navigation.

man who rebuilds Yak 3s. The Yak 3
is a fighter plane which was flown in
Russia by a French squadron during
the last war. He had just finished one
and was going to participate in the
warbirds exhibition. Flying a Yak 11
as a hobby, we were quite interested in
seeing what could be done when a V12 Allison is substituted to the big
radial we are used to.

The pressurization of the Malibu offers the possibility of flying at levels
keeping you above the dangers of icing.
I can assure anyone, after flying a Bonanza for years in Europe where bad
weather is frequent, it offers a feeling of
safety that changes your flights.

F- GKIC is a 1989 Mirage which, at
the time, was showing 694 hours time.
Equipment is standard, deiced, and
Garmin 150 GPS equipped.

Oshkosh, the Mecca of flying enthusiasts was our destination. We were
supposed to meet there another French-

The tank extension was not known at
the time; otherwise, we would have probably adopted the STC as a safety plus.

We left Toussus le Noble, Paris general aviation airfield on the afternoon of
July 25th for Stomaway, Scotland, where
we landed in a low ceiling of 1,500 feet
with rain.
Distance 719 NM Flying time
4+33, Fuel 295 Litres FL 200
Speed 166 KTS.
We left the next day for the second
leg of our journey to Reykjavik, which
was overcast and rainy when we anived.
Distance 660 NM Flying time 4+00
Fuel 272 Litres FL 200.
The Loftleidir Hotel on the airport at
Continued on Page 42
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Atlantic Crossing Continued from Page 4 1

Reykjavik offers excellent food and is a
nice break on the trip.
We left after lunch under a beautiful sunshine for Sondre Stromfjord,
on the west coast of Greenland. The
weather was nice up the eastern coast,
which we could see with its beautiful
glaciers. Landing in Sondrestrom was
with a 1,500 foot ceiling and 3 KM
RVR. The runway is at the end of
fjord, ending up facing a mountain.

Our following leg to Iqaluit was in
beautiful sunshine with an impressive
view of the sea full of icebergs. You
cannot help thinking that if you have to
ditch, it might not be so easy.
Distance 477 NM Flying time
3+21 Fuel 232 Litres FL 200
Speed 136 KTS.

Distance 727 NM Flying time
5+14 Fuel 337 Litres FL 220
Speed 136 KTS.

Iqaluit (formerly Frobisher Bay) is
an Inuit town of some 4,000 people and
will be the future Capital of the Nunavut
state. We spent the evening at a quite
comfortable hotel, and went around the
local bars where we shared drinks with
the local people. I can assure you nose
rubbing is out.

Sondrestrom is a former U.S. base
which offers a comfortable hotel from
where helicopters and the local airline
dispatch tourists all over the western
coast of Greenland.

In the morning, we departed for
Grande Riviere in beautiful weather.
The scenery is gorgeous with its lakes
and woods. The route takes you along
the James Bay for several hundred

miles, with not a single trace of human
presence.
Distance 720 NM Flying time
4+04 Fuel 260 Litres FL 220
Speed 180 KTS.
Our following leg should have been
Grande Riviere to Oshkosh and we filed
a flight plan as such. As we were getting
close to civilization, paths appeared in
the wilderness, then roads, then villages.
We had already crossed the U.S. border
when control called us to tell us that
Oshkosh was not international and did
not have immigration available.
We were asked to choose an international airport. We looked on the
map and selected Greenville International, some 50 NM back. We had
already been approved and had turned
Continued on the Next Page

It's all in the mixing of

High Technolop
& Crafimanship.
--

T o enjoy the way a f i n ~ 'aircraft
'
looks and feels, get ready to pay hundreds
of thousands of dollars. But, smart aircraft owners
know there's a way to beat that cost these days.
Have your interior/exterior rejnished by the most
recognized craftsmen in the country
For years, turbines, twins, and singks have come to Oxford Aviation in every condition imaginable. Maybe they choose
us because of our high technolog and our meticulous attention to details. With over 1000 aircraft now carrying the Oxford
Aviation $acard, we've earned the distinction of creating a 'tfleet ofsatisfadon!'
Maybe they choose us because of our state-of-the-art drying and mixing rooms, our downdraft spray booths, control
balancing, or our superb interior craftsmen and design staff who handle everyhng from a Cherokee to a Metroliner.
With our greatly expanded facility and new technology, more slots are now available in the coming months.
On the ramp, if they ask, "Is that new?". ..tell them, "lt's bmter than nm..iti been

r+hed

by O$rd Aviation."

ReJinishing the Cra&,..ReJining the Dream.
75 Number Six Road. PO Box 990, Oxford, Maine 04270 (207).539.4779 FAX (207).539.8441
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Anantic Crossing - Cont'd from the Previous Page

Distance 588 NM Flight time 3+24
Fuel 269 Litres Speed 160 KTS
FL 200.
l

back when control called again to tell
us that Greenville International was
international but did not have customs
or immigration. That seemed rather
illogical and seemed to show a problem of the definition of "international".
The best was to let control tell us
where to go. Chipawa was the place,
but it was impossible to find Jeppesen
information, so we asked control to
vector us to the place. No problem,
they led us right to the spot. No tower
and, of course, no radio available. The
weather was deteriorating with rain
and a 2,000 feet ceiling with 415 KM
RVR. Then, all of a sudden, we saw a
runway and a huge airfield.
No airplanes on the ramp, not a soul.
We couldnot help thinking that the whole
thing was a mistake. We called control
again and were assured that we were at
the right place.
Taxiing down the runway, quite
puzzled, we finally saw a small house
with a man waving. Here was our
immigration officer - the only expression of an international airport. $25
tax, our immigration papers filed, and
we were then really in the U.S.
It was getting late and raining
hard. A motel, just across the road,
was the former Officers Club (as we
learned afterwards). A truckers restaurant some miles away offered
food. That was nice news at the end
of a long day.

The next day our flight to Oshkosh
would be short.
Distance240NM l Flight time 2+00h
Fuel 156 Litres Speed 120 KTS.
Oshkosh was great, as usual; I have
already been there four times.

-

Weslaco - St. Louis Distance 840
NM l Flying time 5+00 Fuel 339 Litres
Speed 168 KTS.
St. Louis - Ottawa Distance 763
NM Flying time 4+00 Fuel 294 Litres
Speed 190 KTS.
Ottawa - Grand Riviere Distance
509 NM Flying time 3+08 Fuel 227 1
Litres Speed 160 KTS.
l

l

l

Unfortunately, our friend, who was
supposed to fly his Yak to the show,
crashed some 2 miles from destination
due to fuel starvation. The plane was
damaged, but our friend got away unscathed. As he had another Yak 3 ready
to fly at home, he invited us to go and see
it. He lives in Weslaco, in the southern
part of Texas, right on the Rio Grande
River. So we said why not? We made it
in two legs:
Oshkosh to Fayetteville Distance540
NM0Flyingtime 3+10 l Fuel 257 Litres
Speed 162 KTS.

Grande Riviere - Iqaluit Distance
731 NM Flying time 3+35 Fuel 278
Litres Speed 170 KTS.
l

l

Iqaluit - Sondrestrom Distance 477
NM Flying time 2+27 Fuel 278 Litres
Speed 173 KTS.
l

Sondrestrom- Reykjavik Distance
739 NM Flying time 4+22 * Fuel 282
Litres * Speed 160 KTS.

.

Reykjavik - Stornoway Distance
658 NM Flying time 3+16 Fuel 214
Litres Speed 192 KTS.
l

l

Fayettevilleto Weslaco Distance 620
NM Flying time 4+00 l Fuel 304 Litres
l Speed 155 KTS.
l

Flying in the U.S. is really nice. When
we filed our first flight plan, we had
plannedjust like we are used to in France,
using the airways. The controller asked
us if we wanted to go direct. We accepted gladly as we had no idea that it
was possible. No use to tell you from
then on, all our trips in the U.S. were
filed direct.

The Same Year, In November, F-GKIC Flew To Tel Aviv, Israel
Paris Cannes
Cannes - Kerkira
Kerkira - Cyprus
Cyprus Tel Aviv
Tel Aviv Athens
Athens Naples
Naples Cannes
Cannes Paris

Return trip

l

Dist

Flying time

Fuel used

434
687
730
148
717
570
410
434

2t10
3t30
3t34
1 t20
4t15
3t16
2t10
2t30

202
252
208
352
309
310
154
197

Stornaway - Paris Distance 660
NM l Flying time 4+06 l Fuel 265 Litres
l Speed 159 KTS.
l

Total distance 10,677 WM Flying
time 65+25 Fuel used 4560 Litres,
Average Speed 163 KTS.
l

l

l

On long trips, I usually fly at long
range power: 2612200 and peak gives us
15.9 gallons; true airspeed is around 180
KTS at FL 1801200.

The Crew
R. Capel, 3,000+ hours, retired,
flies YAK 11, AN2 Fiseler Storch.
JP Lafille, 20,000+ hours, (10,000
hours as helicopter pilot with No. 001
license number) retired, ex fighter pilot French Air Force, has logged more
than 30 ocean crossings. The Malibu
crossing was his first on single engine
aircraft.

.

.
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lnsumnce Matters

- Continued from Page 39

1) the change of year from 1999 to
2000; or

2) the change of date from August
21, 1999 to August 22, 1999; by any
computer system, hardware, program or
software, microprocessor, integrated
circuit or similar device, whether in
computer equipment or no-computer
equipment, whether the property of
any Insured or of others; or

.

B. any advice, consultation, design,
evaluation,inspection,installation,maintenance, repair, replacement or supervision provided or done by any Insured or
for any Insured or by any third party to
determine, rectify or test for any potential or actual problems described in paragraph A. above."

To date, we have received policy
exclusion wording from USAIG, As-

sociated Aviation Underwriters, AIG
Aviation, and Phoenix Aviation Managers. Similar exclusions will apply
to both the aircraft hull and liability
policies sold to aircraft owners and
operators and to airport general liability policies sold to FBOs, maintenance
operations, and engine shops, etc.
Although we have not yet heard from
the remaining six underwriting facilities, we do expect them to follow with
similar wording. Lloyd's of London
and other European reinsurers are declining coverage which should force
uniformity throughout the industry.
That is the bad news. The good
news? The companies will consider
giving back (at no charge) the coverage by means of a limited write back
endorsement if a survey form is completed and submitted to the underwriter. To date, we have received a
survey form from only one company,
Phoenix Aviation Managers.

We expect all companies to follow
suit in the near future expanding the
application process to confirm that all
insured equipment has been brought
into compliance. NOTE: The write
back endorsement will provide coverage only if the representations made in
the survey form are true and all equipment surveyed is in full compliance as
shown on the submitted survey form.
The insurance industry in all sectors is trying to determine the seriousness of the Y2K issue. In aviation, no
one seems to know for sure what to
expect. We do know the August 21,
1999 date is critical to those using
GPS equipment. Be wise; deal with
the problem now. Make sure you keep
a copy of the survey form you complete. You will probably need to attach it to future insurance renewal
applications. You only want to develop this information one time.

GUSTOWED CLIENT SERVICE
Specific PoIlcy Research
Clfent Updating
Insurance Contract Review

f

Our ComnIbncnl
To serve our clients with such w e and excellence that
they cannot h d comparable value elsewhere.

SERWNG THE
AWArnON

INDUSTRY
SINCE 1979
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P. 0. Box 3474
Simi Valley, California 93093
Tel: (805) 522-3428
Fax: (805) 522-1739.
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VsionARVitage
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The World's First All-Composite Business Jet

The VisionAire Vantage is redefining the business aircraft market
For the first time, small and medium size companies can expand their business
with an affordable jet aircraft. Find out how easy it is to own the VisionAire Vantage.
Contact VisionAire today.
r

1

VisionAire

A

,

Chesterfield, MO 63005

800-238-1655
VANTAGE

--

ADVERTISING
RATES
Display Rates
Full Page

Black & White
With One Color
Full Color

$ 250.00
460.00
1,200.00

Half Page

Black & White
With One Color
Full Color

$ 160.00
370.00
790.00

I

TRAINING UPDATE

I

Inside Front Cover:
Black & White
With One Color
Full Color

FA.C.T.O.R.Y., INC.
VEROBEACH,
FLORIDA
(561) 562-5438

Inside Back Cover:
Black &White
With One Color
Full Color
Back Cover:
Full Color Only

Classifled Rates
The classified advertising section includes
used aircraft, services and used equipment.
Three column format (column width 2-3116").
~ e ~ u lline
a r classified (42 typewritten
characters per line - including spaces).
Per insertion
Publisher reserves the right to refuse or withdraw advertising. You will be invoiced for
payment.
Electronicfiles, camera copy or film negatives
only. Overall magazine size is 8-318"X 10-718".

INITIAL
AND REFRESHER

For spsce requests and ach6duiing, call
Rusa Ceauwe, Executive Director
M O P A Headquarters
P. 0. Box 1824 Fremont, NE 88025
(402)721-88401 Fax (402)753-07G

OR CAN DISPATCH TO OWNER'S

Send all ad materials to the Publisher:

BASE ON REQUEST

The Jemar Company
3488 North Valdosta Road 1 Ste 200
Valdosta, Oeorgia 31602
The Malibwlditage Magazine is currently distributed to all registereddomesticowners of the PA-46
aircraft, le., approximately 70Lk. Distribution to
active membersworld-wide isappmximately425+.

TRAINING

AVAILABLE AT FACILITY,

IMAGE
AIR
(FORMERLY
APEXFLIGHT
SERVICES,
UC)
BWOMINGTON,
ILLINOIS
CALL:1-800-262-8247

INITIAL
AND REFRESHER
TRAINING
PROVIDED ON REQUEST

JAYALLENIS D I R E ~OFR

MALIBU
TRAINING

-

FLORIDA Spnwp Creek Fly-in America's
PremierFly-in Community.4,Wpaved lighted
runway, paved taxiways, full service FBO, golf
and tennis Country Club, 24 hour security, 15
minutes from Daytona Beach International Airport andthe&.
Pilots ServingPilats. Pat and
Lenny Ohlssofi, Spruce Creek Fly-in Realty.
Website: www.fly-in.com. 800-932-4437.
Evening 904-761-8804.

CALENDAR
September 22-26,1999 - 9th Annual Convention
To be held in Kansas City, Missouri.

We Know

Not a ~eacfi

You no longer have to be concerned about your
MalibuIMirage insurance.
Simply call Professional lnsurance Management -the ONE
insurance agency that
completely
understands your
protection needs - and
let them take the worry
out of your life. Call
Lisa Allison,
T. W. Anderson, or
Tim Bonnell in
Wichita at
1-800-826-4442, or Bill Voorhis on the East Coast at
1-888-746-4352 and let Professional l nsurance Management
handle every aspect of your aviation insurance exactly the way
you want it - because they know Malibu's and Mirage's and the
people who fly them.
Professional lnsurance Management is a member of The
MalibuoMiraae Owners and Pilots Association.

Call toll-free

I

Wichita Home Office

Eastern Branch

1-800-826-4442

1-888-746-4352

Professional
Insurance
Management
-

AVIATION INSURANCE

2120 Airport Road P.O.Box 12750 Mid-Continent Airport
Wichita, Kansas 67277
1-316-942-0699
FAX 1-316-942-1 260
Home Office 1-8OO-826&42
Eastern Branch 1-888-746-4352

+
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